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Welcome to a rather late and rather slim May issue of the Gazette.
In his President’s column, Peter Taylor reflects on the rewards of voluntary service to the Society and to the mathematical profession. He finishes with a plea
for those interested to contact a member of the Society’s Nominations and Publications Committee. In particular, the Gazette will need a new editor or editorial
partnership from the end of this year. We, the current editors, have enjoyed our
three years at the helm and have learnt a lot, but we feel it is time for fresh minds
and fresh ideas to take over.
For those interested in the clear presentation of mathematical equations and symbols in web pages, see Michael Doob’s invitation to use MathJax.
In this issue we also have the regular features: Puzzle Corner, Book Reviews, news
from AMSI and from mathematics departments and schools around the continent.
Enjoy your reading of the Gazette.

Vacancy: Editors for the Gazette
The present Editors of the Gazette, Amie Albrecht and Kevin White, are,
sadly, stepping down from their position on 31 December 2012. So the Society is looking for new Editors for the Gazette. An overlap in the position
of a few months, from about October 2012, is envisaged, to enable a smooth
transition to the new editors.
Anyone interested in the position of Editor is invited to send (via email) a
brief resumé and covering letter to both the President and the Secretary, at
President@austms.org.au and Secretary@austms.org.au.
The current Production Editor, Eileen Dallwitz, is expected to continue, so
there is no need for the incoming Editors to know any TEX although such
knowledge would still be an advantage. There will be some financial assistance provided towards teaching relief or other activities of a similar nature.
Travel and other expenses related to Gazette duties may also be covered.
For further information about what the position entails, please contact the
present Editors at gazette@austms.org.au .
Peter Stacey
Hon. Sec., AustMS

Peter Taylor*

In my previous column, published in the March issue of the Gazette, I had a large
number of exciting recent activities to report. The last couple of months have been
a complete contrast: the items of business that have been on my plate, and those of
other members of the AustMS Council and Steering Committee, have been much
more in the nature of ‘behind-the-scenes’ administration, and certainly not likely
to make very interesting reading material for the President’s column. So, I have
decided to put some thoughts on paper about a general issue that has arisen in
the course of this behind-the-scenes administration.
There are quite a few people who occupy positions in the AustMS that are
reasonably demanding in terms of the energy and time commitment required.
Notable examples are our journal editors and conference organisers, but there
are people undertaking other such tasks as well. The contribution of these people
often becomes most apparent when they step down from the role and it becomes an
urgent problem to find someone to take over. Our experience is that this process
can often be difficult. In recognition of this, a few years ago the AustMS set
up the Nominations and Publications Committee, with the express objective of
encouraging people to nominate for elected positions or to put themselves forward
for positions to which appointments are made.
In any conversation about finding someone to fill one of these positions, the
inevitable question arises: ‘what is in it for the person whom we might ask to
do it?’. It would be dishonest to pretend that this is not a difficult question,
which is becoming more difficult for academic mathematicians, because university
leadership does not seem to value work in the service of an academic’s professional
discipline as much as it used to. The above-mentioned question is, perhaps, even
more difficult to answer for a non-academic mathematician, whose employers have
historically been less likely to support activities undertaken in the service to the
profession.
In almost all cases, there is a large measure of altruism driving the various
people who contribute to the AustMS. Most do it ‘on their own time’ because
they genuinely care about the mathematical sciences in this country and want to
contribute as much as they can. However, I’d suggest that, even in these cases,
there needs to be a very clear positive answer to the question posed above for the
person’s contribution to be sustainable over a long period of time.
The AustMS constitution specifically prohibits the Society paying any remuneration other than out-of-pocket expenses to anyone who is a member of the Council
(which, for example, includes all the journal editors). Thus, the option of paying
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people to take on these positions is not available, even if the AustMS could afford
it. That being said, it has been recent practice for the AustMS to provide funding
that can be used for teaching relief or other activities to academic staff who
take on significant editorial responsibilities. Travel and other expenses incurred
in performing the role can also be covered.
So what are the positives for a mathematician at any stage of their career — from
being a student to being retired — to put themselves forward for a significant
position in the AustMS?
First, notwithstanding my comments above about the changing priorities of
university leadership, I would argue that having occupied a position of significance
in the AustMS still constitutes a large tick on a curriculum vitae. Consequent
concrete rewards in terms of appointment or promotion can follow. I’m possibly a
little biased in this, but ‘service to the profession’ counts for a lot with me when
I am sitting on an appointment or promotions committee. It indicates to me that
a person has a broad outlook, is connected with their colleagues, and, in general,
is a ‘contributor’.
I would also argue that, at least for academic mathematicians, it should be the
goal of all of us to be significant players in our disciplinary communities, both
nationally and internationally. Getting involved with the AustMS in an official
capacity is a good way of participating in Australian mathematical life and having
a say in decisions that are made.
Finally, there are the personal benefits that come from working with mathematicians from around the country. For me, this is the biggest plus. I’ve met
mathematicians who are inspiring. I’ve met mathematicians who have become
friends. I’ve met others who I agree with on matters of policy. I’ve even met a
few who I find frustrating. Looking at it overall, this engagement is a part of my
life that I would not want to have missed. The pluses of networking with likeminded people are well recognised in other walks of life, and they apply in the
mathematical community as well.
I’ll finish off with a plea for volunteers. The current members of the Nominations
and Publications Committee are Michael Murray from The University of Adelaide,
Jacqui Rammage from the University of Wollongong, Peter Forrester from The
University of Melbourne and the AustMS Secretary Peter Stacey who is retired
from La Trobe University. I am sure that they would very much appreciate hearing
from anyone who would like to put themselves or a colleague forward for a position
in the AustMS. Alternatively, anyone interested can contact me directly.
Peter Taylor became the inaugural Professor of Operations
Research at the University of Melbourne in 2003 and held the
position of Head of Department from 2005 to 2010. His research
interests lie in the field of applied probability, with particular
emphasis on applications in telecommunications, biological
modelling and healthcare. Recently he has become interested
in the interaction of stochastic modelling with optimisation and
optimal control under conditions of uncertainty.

Ivan Guo*

Welcome to the Australian Mathematical Society Gazette’s Puzzle Corner No. 27.
Each Puzzle Corner includes a handful of fun, yet intriguing, puzzles for adventurous readers to try. They cover a range of difficulties, come from a variety of topics,
and require a minimum of mathematical prerequisites for their solution. Should
you happen to be ingenious enough to solve one of them, then you should send
your solution to us.
For each Puzzle Corner, the reader with the best submission will receive a book
voucher to the value of $50, not to mention fame, glory and unlimited bragging
rights! Entries are judged on the following criteria, in decreasing order of importance: accuracy, elegance, difficulty, and the number of correct solutions submitted.
Please note that the judge’s decision — that is, my decision — is absolutely final.
Please email solutions to ivanguo1986@gmail.com or send paper entries to: Kevin
White, School of Mathematics and Statistics, University of South Australia, Mawson Lakes, SA 5095.
The deadline for submission of solutions for Puzzle Corner 27 is 15 July 2012.
The solutions to Puzzle Corner 27 will appear in Puzzle Corner 29 in the September 2012 issue of the Gazette.
Notice: If you have heard of, read, or created any interesting mathematical puzzles
that you feel are worthy of being included in the Puzzle Corner, I would love to
hear from you! They don’t have to be difficult or sophisticated. Your submissions
may very well be featured in a future Puzzle Corner, testing the wits of other avid
readers.
Magic trick
The magician performs his famous trick: ‘Think of a positive integer. Shuffle the
digits to get a different number. Now calculate the difference between that and
the original. Finally, delete the leading digit from the answer. Okay, tell me what
you have and I will tell you what the deleted digit was’. How does he do it?
Crease length
A rectangular sheet of paper is folded once so that two diagonally opposite corners coincide. If the crease formed has the same length as the longer side of the
rectangle, what is the ratio of the longer side to the shorter side?
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Breaking point
You have two identical crystal globes, either of which would break if dropped from
the top of a 100-storey building. Your task is to determine the highest floor from
which the globes can be dropped without breaking. What is the minimum number
of drops required to do this? You may break both globes in the process.
Bonus: What if you had three crystal globes?
Better bets
Betty plays the following game: The cards from a shuffled deck are revealed to
her one by one. Just before each card is shown, Betty can bet any portion of her
wealth, with even odds, on the colour of the upcoming card. For example if Betty
bets $10, then she could either win an additional $10 for guessing correctly, or
lose the $10 for guessing incorrectly. This is repeated until the entire deck runs
out. Starting with a single dollar, what’s the greatest amount of wealth Betty can
guarantee, by the end of the game?
Hidden catch
Submitted by Andrew Crisp
1. There is a row of 10 rooms and a spy is in one of them. Each night, he moves
to an adjacent room. You, the esteemed investigator trying to catch the spy,
can only check one room per day. How do you catch him?
2. Now the row has infinitely many rooms, extending indefinitely in both directions. Each night, the spy moves n rooms to the right, where n is a fixed
but unknown integer. (If n is negative then he actually moves to the left.)
You, being as resourceful as ever, can still only check one room per day. Can
you still catch the spy?

Solutions to Puzzle Corner 25
Many thanks to everyone who submitted solutions. The $50 book voucher for the
best submission to Puzzle Corner 25 is awarded to Andrew Elvey Price. Congratulations!
Plugs and sockets
Assume there are n types of power plugs and n types of power sockets in the world.
Each plug type is compatible with exactly one socket type, and vice versa. An adaptor converts one socket type to another. What is the minimum number of adaptors
you would need in order to connect any plug type to any socket type? Keep in mind
that it is possible to use multiple adaptors at the same time.
Solution by Alan Jones: Since we have to cope with n different plugs and n different sockets, we need at least n adaptors. Denote the types by 1 to n, and an
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adaptor by [i, j] if it joins an i-socket to a j-plug. The set of n adaptors
{[1, 2], [2, 3], . . . , [n − 1, n], [n, 1]}
allows the construction of an effective [i, j] adaptor by connecting these sequentially (and cyclically if necessary) from [i, i + 1] to [j − 1, j]. Therefore n is the
minimum number required.
Factor of growth
Given a natural number X, you are allowed to choose one of its divisors d > 1
and add it to X. Then the operation is repeated on the sum X + d and so on. If
you start with X = 4, which natural numbers can you reach by these operations?
Solution by Ben Odgers: From X = 4 we can get to all even numbers greater than
4 by repeatedly adding 2. This includes all numbers of the form 2A where A ≥ 2.
Furthermore from 2A we can get to all numbers of the form BA for B ≥ 2, by
repeatedly adding the divisor A. Hence we can get to all numbers of the form AB
for A ≥ 2, B ≥ 2, or all composite numbers.
That just leaves the prime numbers and 1, which we cannot reach because the
result of the operation, X + d, always has a divisor of d between 1 and X + d.
Concocting convergence
Can you find a pair of sequences of positive real numbers
a1 ≥ a2 ≥ a3 ≥ · · · , b 1 ≥ b 2 ≥ b 3 ≥ · · ·
P∞
P∞
such P
that the infinite sums i=1 ai and i=1 bi are unbounded, but the infinite
∞
sum i=1 min{ai , bi } is bounded?
Bonus: What if you are given bi = 1/i?

Solution by Joe Kupka: Yes, these sequences do exist. Divide the sequences up into
intervals using indices 1 = k1 < k2 < · · · and make them constant within each
interval:
ak1 = ak1+1 = · · · = ak2 −1 ,
bk1 = bk1 +1 = · · · = bk2 −1 ,

ak2 = ak2 +1 = · · · = ak3 −1 , . . .
bk2 = bk2 +1 = · · · = bk3−1 , . . .

Let the sums on each interval be
Si = aki + · · · + aki+1 −1 = (ki+1 − ki )aki ,
Ti = bki + · · · + bki+1 −1 = (ki+1 − ki )bki .

(1)

It then suffices to achieve
S1 = 1,

S2 = 2−2 , S3 = 1,

S4 = 2−4 , S5 = 1,

...

T1 = 2 , T2 = 1,
T3 = 2 , T4 = 1,
T5 = 2 , . . .
(2)
P∞
P∞
P∞
P∞
because
= i=1 Ti are clearly unbounded while
i=1 ai = Pi=1 Si and
i=1 bi P
P∞
∞
∞
−i
min
{a
,
b
}
=
min
{S
,
T
}
=
= 1 is bounded.
i
i
i
i
i=1
i=1
i=1 2
−1

−3

−5
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Constructions satisfying (2) revolve around choosing large values of ki to ensure
the monotonicities of ai and bi . Here is an example:
i
ki+1 − ki
ak i
bk i

1

2

1
1

1

2−1

2
2−1−2
2−1

3

4

1+2

2
2−1−2
2−1−2−3

1+2+3

5

···

1+2+3+4

2
2
···
2−1−2−3−4
2−1−2−3−4
···
2−1−2−3
2−1−2−3−4−5 · · ·

Equations (2) can be easily checked to hold using (1), completing the solution.
Bonus: Assume there exists a sequence of ai that, along with bi = 1/i, satisfies
the required conditions. If bi ≤ ai occurs only finitely many times, then for large
enough i, we always have min{ai , bi } = ai and the minimum sequence has to be
unbounded. That is a contradiction. Hence there exists an infinite sequence of
indices {tn , n ≥ 1} such that btn ≤ atn . For convenience let t0 = 0.
Write the partial sums of the minimum sequence as
Un :=

tn
X

min{ai , bi }

i=tn−1 +1

≥ (tn − tn−1 ) min{atn , btn } =

tn − tn−1
tn−1
=1−
tn
tn

tn−1
≥ 1 − Un .
(3)
tn
P
P∞
Since ∞
n=1 Un =
i=1 min{ai , bi } < ∞, we must have Un → 0 as n → ∞, and
both sides of (3) are eventually positive. Now compare Un with the partial sums
of the harmonic series, for large enough n,
Z tn
tn
X
1
1
tn−1
<
dx = − ln
≤ − ln(1 − Un ).
i
x
tn
tn−1
=⇒

i=tn−1 +1

By L’Hôpital’s rule,
− ln(1 − Un )
− ln(1 − x)
1
= lim
= lim
= 1.
n→∞
x→0
x→0 1 − x
Un
x
lim

Thus for large enough n,
tn
X

i=tn−1 +1

1
< − ln(1 − Un ) < 2Un .
i

But since the harmonic series is unbounded, the sum of Un must also be unbounded. This is a contradiction, and therefore no such sequences exist.
Tales of tiles
1. An L-tromino is a 2 × 2 tile with one unit square removed. Tila has tiled a
5 × 5 square with eight L-trominoes and a single 1 × 1 square tile. Where can
the 1 × 1 tile possibly be?
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2. Tyler is tiling his rectangular bathroom with some 2 × 2 square tiles and
some 4 × 1 rectangular tiles. After arranging the tiles to cover the bathroom
perfectly without overlap, the clumsy Tyler accidentally smashes one of his
tiles. Unfortunately, the only spare tile is of the other shape to the one he
smashed. Will Tyler be able to rearrange the remaining unsmashed tiles to
perfectly cover his bathroom again?
3. For which integers n, does there exist a shape which can be tiled using 2 × 1
dominoes in exactly n different ways?
Solution by Jensen Lai:
1. Colour nine of the squares as follows.

Each L-tromino can cover at most one of the coloured squares. Since there
are only eight L-trominoes, the 1 × 1 square tile must also cover a coloured
square. It turns out that all nine positions are possible. The constructions
are quite straightforward and will be left to the reader.
2. Use the same colouring as part 1, that is, colour the squares with both odd
column and odd row numbers. Each 2 × 2 tile covers exactly one (an odd
number) coloured square, while each 4 × 1 tile covers either two or zero (an
even number) coloured squares. Hence the parity of the number of coloured
squares is the same as the parity of the number of 2 × 2 tiles used.
The replacement of the smashed tile also changes the parity of the number
of 2 × 2 tiles. Therefore the bathroom can no longer be tiled perfectly.
3. For n = 1, a 2 × 1 rectangle can be tiled by a domino in exactly one way. For
n = 2, the following shape can be tiled in exactly two ways. Note that there
is a 2 × 1 rectangular hole in the middle which is not part of the shape.
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This construction can actually be generalised to any n. For n = 5 we have
the following shape (with four holes).

Call a column strong if it has two vertical dominoes. Out of the five columns
indicated, at least one must be strong. But as soon as we choose a strong
column, the tiling is forced and no other columns can also be strong. For
example, if the fourth column is strong, the following tiling is forced.

Since there were five possible choices of strong columns, there are exactly
five ways to tile the shape. By similar arguments, for all positive integers n,
there exists a shape which can be tiled by dominoes in exactly n ways.
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Comment: There is actually an even trickier construction which only uses
2n squares and has no holes. The following shapes are for n = 5 and n = 6.
See if you can figure out how it works exactly.

Switching sequence
There is an infinite number of rooms in a row, numbered 1, 2, . . ., and each has a
lightbulb. The switch to the room k lightbulb is in room k −1 for k ≥ 2 and the room
1 lightbulb has no switch. Furthermore a switch can only be used if the light is on
in its residing room. If more than n lightbulbs are on at the same time, the power
supply will overheat and explode. Initially, only the room 1 lightbulb is on. What
is the largest numbered room you can illuminate without causing a catastrophe?
Solution by Andrew Elvey Price: Say the room 1 lightbulb uses no power since its
always on, while every other lightbulb uses one watt. Then the largest numbered
room which can be illuminated using n − 1 = k watts is room 2k . The case for
k = 1 is easily checked.
Note that every switching algorithm is reversible if the available power does not
change. Proceed by induction, assume the following statements are true when k
watts are available.
Ak : Ignoring room 1, the leftmost illuminated room number cannot be greater
than 2k−1 + 1;
Bk : It is not possible to illuminate rooms greater than 2k ;
Ck : It is possible to illuminate room 2k .
Now we prove the corresponding statements for k + 1 watts.
Ak+1 : Assume the contrary. Say we can reach a state T where the leftmost illuminated room, apart from room 1, has number s > 2k + 1. On the way to T , let
the last moment when the room s light is switched on be state U . By definition,
room s − 1 is also illuminated at that time. Consider the algorithm from state U
to state T . There is one less watt available since the room s light is always on, but
it is still possible to turn off the room s − 1 light. Since the moves are reversible,
there must exist an algorithm to illuminate room k − 1 > 2n−1 from the beginning
using only k watts, contradicting Ak .
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Bk+1 : By Ak+1 , the lights in rooms 2, 3, . . . , 2k − 1, 2k must use up at least one
watt at all times. So within any algorithm, the set of switching moves performed
on rooms greater than 2k is also an algorithm using only k watts. Applying Bk , it
is not possible to illuminate rooms greater than 2k + 2k = 2k+1 .
Ck+1 : Use Ck to light up room 2k using only k watts, then switch on the room
2k + 1 lightbulb using the last watt. Now reverse Ck to turn off everything but
rooms 1 and 2k + 1. Finally, apply Ck again, but starting from room 2k + 1. This
will illuminate room (2k + 1) + (2k ) − 1 = 2k+1 , as required.
This completes the induction. Therefore the largest numbered room we can illuminate is room 2k = 2n−1 .

Ivan is a PhD student in the School of Mathematics and
Statistics at The University of Sydney. His current research involves a mixture of multi-person game theory and
option pricing. Ivan spends much of his spare time playing
with puzzles of all flavours, as well as Olympiad Mathematics.

An invitation to use MathJax*
Michael Doob †

The use of mathematical equations in web pages has always been challenging. The
first attempts used the standard (ASCII) characters to imitate mathematics so
expressions like x^2+y^2=z^2 could be understood. As LATEX came into vogue, it
was used as an encoding of mathematics so that expressions like $\int_{-\infty}
^\infty \re^{-x^2} \sd x=\sqrt{\pi}$, while not directly viewable, could at
least be interpreted by those sufficiently familiar with LATEX syntax. It was also
possible to cut and paste into a LATEX file for supplemental viewing.
The next stage of development involved the insertion of graphic files into the web
page. Mathematics text in LATEX format would be specially denoted, and each such
snippet would be sent through LATEX with the output being converted to a graphics
format that could then be inserted into the page. For the better part of a decade
this method became increasingly refined. The standard became LATEX2HTML,
which is still available and supported by Ross Moore of the Mathematics Department at Macquarie University.
This did allow recognisable mathematics, but it was not without drawbacks: the
mathematics would not resize when the page was zoomed resulting in mismatched
font sizes between text and mathematics, and the graphics could not reshape itself
if the page dimensions changed. At times the images could have visible jagged
edges or other pixelation problems. It was, however, an ingenious method that
served the mathematical community well.
The arrival of MathJax has completely changed this situation. The different approach is to have the computer supporting the browser use JavaScript to draw the
mathematics on the page. This allows a very accurate presentation, with no jaggies
(visible pixelation) associated with graphic insertions. It also allows greater access
to the things that the browser does best: resizing and reflowing for example.
Furthermore, the newest version (2.0) of MathJax now has greater LATEX support.
The entire AMSmath and AMSsymbol packages are available. This includes the
blackboard bold and fraktur fonts. Does this sound interesting? Want to see if it
works with your browser? If you’re connected to the net, take the little snippet
of HTML code following this paragraph and put it into a file on your computer.
Then open the file with your browser. If all goes well, you will have a centred

∗ Based on an article that first appeared in IMU-Net 52: March 2012, the newsletter of the
International Mathematical Union.
† Department of Mathematics, University of Manitoba, Winnipeg, MB, Canada R3T 2N2.
Email: Michael Doob@umanitoba.ca
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equation which will remain centred if you change the width of the display. Also,
the mathematics will remain perfectly rendered and crisp as you zoom in.
<head>
<script type="text/javascript"
src="http://cdn.mathjax.org/mathjax/latest/MathJax.js?config=TeX-AMS_HTML">
</script>
</head>
<body>
Here is a special equation:
\[ e^{i\pi}+1=0 \]
The five most important mathematical constants, all in one!
</body>

A picture is really worth a thousand words. The adventurous might want to replace
the equation in the example with their own favourite, or take the LATEX example
from the first paragraph and see how (beautifully) it appears.
There are (intentional) limitations to MathJax. It is designed to render pieces of
mathematics rather than complete bodies of text. The browser itself is capable of
rendering text quickly, so let it do what it is good at. Don’t expect to take your
favourite LATEX paper and just drop it into MathJax. It won’t work.
Another limitation is the time it takes JavaScript to render the mathematics. A
complicated page with lots of symbols can take many seconds to be completely
viewable, especially on a slow computer, so, whenever possible, keep pages short
and not too complicated.
Also, the famous ‘less than’ problems still exists. That is, if you try to use something like $x<y$ in a file, the ‘<’ symbol will never make it to MathJax since it
will be interpreted as html code (as in <head> above) and generate an error. This
problem can be avoided by adding a space: ‘$x < y$’.
Even with these limitations, the range and beauty of LATEX now displayed by
MathJax is impressive. With the newest version, as mentioned before, all of the
constructions from the amsmath package, as well as all of the amssymbols are
available. In addition, there it is possible to use automatic line numbering and
some referencing features, just as in LATEX. While not without drawbacks, it will
certainly make big improvements to mathematics on the web.

Michael Doob, after spending many years doing mathematical
research in algebraic graph theory, suddenly took an orthogonal turn and developed interests in the possible roles of the
computer in the presention of mathematics in different contexts: in research papers, in journal articles, and on the web.
His current interests include the integration of LATEX, MathJax and Asymptote into mathematical wikis to allow collaborative research.

Viewpoints: Mathematical Perspective
and Fractal Geometry in Art
Marc Frantz and Annalisa Crannell
Princeton University Press, 2011, ISBN: 978-0-691-12592-3
This is a textbook on mathematical methods for undergraduate students in art
and design, probably unique in its genre. The authors have two aims: the first
is to overcome the traditional math anxiety of art students and the second is to
acquaint them with two mathematical topics that are useful in producing convincing graphical representations: perspective for the built environment, and fractal
geometry for the natural environment.
The first objective is addressed by including a series of personal essays which the
authors call Artist Vignettes. These are written by seven guest authors whom the
book’s authors call professional artists, but who are, for the most part, academics
in departments of fine art in US universities. The vignettes include statements
about the influence of mathematics on the authors’ formation and practice as well
as colour plates displaying some of their work. Apart from the book cover shown
below, the illustrations have little bearing on the mathematical topics of the book.
The two mathematical sections of the book are
quite distinct in approach. The first section, on
monocular linear perspective, is cookbook in
style. The authors present rules (even a spreadsheet) for using similar triangles to represent
projections of three-dimensional geometric objects, usually buildings, onto a two-dimensional
picture plane. Conversely, they show how to
calculate from such an image the position
of the eye or camera and the position and
dimensions of the depicted objects. Other
topics considered as extra reading material are
spherical perspective and anamorphic art.
Such a workshop approach may work well for
the intended audience. However, I believe the
objective of overcoming distaste for mathematics could have been better addressed by adopting a more historical approach.
Surely the subject of perspective is a wonderful opportunity to demonstrate the
debt that mathematics owes to art. This is not mentioned in the text, and the
twelve colour plates contain no example of historically significant paintings in
which perspective plays a major role.
A second criticism concerns the authors’ explanation of what they call the ‘skyscraper paradox’. This concerns the apparent convergence of the sides of the front
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face of a tall building to a vanishing point even though this face is parallel to
the theoretical picture plane. The authors’ obscure four-page explanation seems to
attribute this phenomenon to some sort of optical illusion. But the real explanation
is quite simple: as the eye or camera pans upward, the picture plane tilts forward
and so is no longer parallel to the face of the building.
The second half of the book concerns fractal geometry. I believe that students
will find this section more interesting because it is novel and requires no lengthy
calculations. The short history, mainly Lewis Fry Richardson’s observations on
measuring coastlines and Benoit Mandelbrot’s mathematical model of certain natural phenomena, is well treated. The authors also trace the notion of features of
a painting being continuously repeated at finer scales to classical Chinese ink on
silk paintings and 18th-century Japanese woodprints.
Some of the mathematics in this section would be formidable to the intended
students: it includes both the Sierpinski gasket and carpet, the Koch curve, iterated
functions and fractal dimension. I imagine that in practice, these topics would be
treated cursorily, and the emphasis would lie rightly on studying the fractal aspects
of the photographs of Ansel Adams and the architecture of Frank Lloyd Wright,
both of which are covered in the text.
In spite of the criticisms above, this book demonstrates clearly why artists need to
know some mathematics and it should appeal to art students and their teachers.
Phill Schultz
School of Mathematics and Statistics, The University of Western Australia.
Email: phill.schultz@uwa.edu.au













What’s luck got to do with it?
The history, mathematics, and psychology
of the gambler’s illusion
Joseph Mazur
Princeton University Press, 2010, ISBN: 978-0-691-13890-9
Gambling is a significant part of Australian life. In sport, its influence has expanded
from racing horses and dogs to betting on football, cricket, and even tennis. Debate
rages in places such as Bendigo and Castlemaine whenever a business applies to
install more poker machines. Recently, at the national level, policies on poker
machines have featured in political debates.
Australia in 2012 is not alone in experiencing the gambling phenomenon. The book
by Mazur reflects on the history, mathematics and psychology of gambling. It helps
us to put these issues in a broader context.
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In the section on the history of gambling, Mazur reminds us that gambling has
always been with us. In the Hebrew Bible, the Psalmist writes ‘They part my garments among them and cast lots upon my vesture’ (KJV, Ps 22.18). The Romans,
who had a god for almost everything, attributed fate or luck to the goddess Felicitas. Despite occasional efforts by authorities to outlaw gambling, the pastime has
persisted through the coffee houses of London, resorts on the Continent, saloons
in the wild-west, and our own two-up.
Gambling can take many forms. We now have
internet gambling. Many would argue that
investing in financial markets is, in essence, a
form of gambling. Hence our superannuation
schemes involve some speculation and risk.
Mazur asks ‘And what about insurance? Is
that not a form of wagering with a hefty
hedge?’ (p. 80). This may make readers stop
in their tracks; after all, taking out insurance
is considered wise, whereas gambling is foolish.
The second part of the book deals with the
mathematics of gambling. Mathematics did not
have much to contribute to gambling until
relatively late in the piece. Gambling had
been around for many centuries prior to the
publication, in 1713, of Ars Conjectandi by
Jacob Bernoulli. It was this work that first
formulated the weak law of large numbers and
is regarded as a foundation stone of probability
theory. Bernoulli’s work is motivated by a desire to model games of chance in terms
of mathematics. If gambling were not so popular, would the theory of probability
have been developed?
Mazur is writing for a wide audience. He introduces the concepts of probability
distribution, binomial and normal distributions, expectation, and the weak law of
large numbers. Most of this part of the book is easy reading for readers of the
Gazette. However it’s hard enough teaching the basic ideas of probability to university students, so the author has a challenging task here. Naturally, he introduces
the ideas in the context of gambling. There is a glossary of mathematical terms at
the back of the book. University students studying probability and statistics might
also find the book an enjoyable read. It may give them some better understanding
of the ideas they meet in their text books. However, not all students may be
familiar with common gambling games.
The final section of the book deals with the psychology of gambling. Mazur recounts stories from novels and his own personal experiences to illustrate why,
whether winning or losing, gamblers seldom know when to quit. His childhood
account of a chase to win back his favourite lucky aggie shooter marble was funny,
if not pitiful; he ended up losing all his marbles (literally) and some other prized
souvenirs. As he noted ‘Chasing losses to break even is the gambler’s peril’ (p. 166).
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Even in games involving some element of skill and memory (e.g. gin rummy),
gamblers may be overconfident and lose all in the game that mattered. More often
than not, gambles are biased in favour of the ‘house’. This slight bias of a few percentage points is all the casinos need to be profitable, either across the thousands
who gamble there or across the number of visits by an individual gambler. Indeed,
there is a saying in the casino business: ‘We love to see you win, we are only afraid
you will not come back’.
The fact is that we humans do not think and act like computers. Many fail to
appreciate the statistical independence of each roulette spin. And even when this
is acknowledged, it is amusing that roulette players studiously record the pattern of
past spins (e.g. quadrants, red/black, odd/even) to predict the outcome of the next
spin. This faulty logic fosters an illusion of control that is indisputably evident in
poker machines where players perform rituals (e.g. rubbing the screen, or pressing
some buttons in a sequence) in attempts to influence chance events. Furthermore,
‘Casino corporations have researched gambling preferences and habits to learn
which games, machines, and environments encourage further play . . . . One wonders
why they don’t give just give away a few coins to hook punters’ (p. 167). Indeed
they do, in the form of free meals after the patron has chalked up sufficient credits
in the visit.
Humans have a personality which, in some cases, predisposes them to risk-taking
activities. And they also have a memory of past successes and failures in the face
of uncertain events. Their perceived value of a risk depends on a number of factors
(e.g. size of the risk, personal circumstances, past history, and present situation).
All these factors affect clear logical thinking. For example, contestants in the TV
program ‘Deal or No Deal’ may be caught up by the moment (e.g. attention of
the crowd, recent choices), and sometimes they fail to accept an offer (deal) that
is higher than the expected value of the outcome.
Mazur charts a careful course in search of the causes of problem gambling, through
early psychoanalytic theories (pleasure-seeking, driven by guilt) to modern behaviouristic theories (classical and operant conditioning) and yet some more (excitement, escape from boredom). A montage emerges of a pleasure-seeking guiltridden pathological gambler, conditioned to seek excitement and repeat the same
mistakes over and over again. It is difficult to differentiate between factors that
are causes and those that are effects, and between factors that initiate problem
gambling and factors that maintain it. Mazur reminds us that there is ‘no onesize-fits-all theory’ (p. 198). Some factors predominate in gamblers who play poker
machines, and others in gamblers who go to the dog races.
We are accustomed to cause and effect in our lives. If we drive fast, we are more
likely to have a car accident. Superstition behaviour arises when this correlation
between cause and effect is very low or when the cause is wrongly attributed
(e.g. Mayan human sacrifice to please the ‘gods’). In games of chance, on the
other hand, outcomes have no underlying cause and that is where human thinking
comes unstuck. Some gamblers, misguided by a recent string of red outcomes on a
roulette wheel, think that another red is likely (i.e. law of small numbers). Other
gamblers, misguided by the belief that a short sequence of outcomes will correct
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itself in the long run, will think that a black is due (i.e. law of large numbers). No
other game is as foreign to human thinking as playing the poker machine where
outcomes are determined randomly, constrained by a program to deliver a house
percentage in the long run. What else can we do to master this aspect in our lives?
Depend on luck. We try to sense it, to ride it, and to manipulate it. As Mazur
surmises, we gamble because it is intrinsically human to ‘desire to manipulate luck
in order to validate life’ (p. 216).
Mazur’s book What’s luck got to do with it? The history, mathematics and psychology of the gambler’s illusion would be a useful addition to any university library.
It provides points for discussion and references for students of applied probability,
psychology, education and the social sciences. The book is well bound and meets
the usual high standard that we have come to expect from Princeton University
Press.
Terry Mills
Department of Mathematics and Statistics, La Trobe University.
Email: t.mills@latrobe.edu.au

Ben Ong
School of Psychological Science, La Trobe University.
Email: b.ong@latrobe.edu.au













Post Graduate Internships
Build a better, faster future

Post graduates....
are you ready to
take the next step?

Be an AMSIIntern
4–5 months paid industry experience
available at www.AMSIIntern.org.au

An Innovative University and Industry Collaboration

Geoff Prince*

AMSI Intern — evidence of success
We recently surveyed 63 (of 99) participants in the AMSI PhD Intern program. I
hope that the results will inspire you, both students and supervisors, to visit our
new website, www.amsiintern.org.au, and sign up!
Here’s a snapshot of what we found:
• 100% of mentors said they would do it again
• 100% of government agencies said they would take another intern
• 100% of interns enjoyed the experience
• Over 80% of PhD students said that the internship prepared them for
future employment
• 80% of mentors said the internship added value to the PhD program
• 95% of participants were satisfied with AMSI’s service.
At our new website you can see past and current projects, testimonials and FAQs
about the scheme. If you are a prospective intern you can create an account and
apply online. Once we’ve approved your application you’ll be able to take some
online pre-placement training (communication skills, time management, etc.) and
we’ll start looking for a suitable industry partner for you.
Australian Council of Engineering Deans
In mid-April this year I gave an invited presentation to the Australian Council
of Engineering Deans. I touched on the sort of issues that were dealt with at our
February forum. There was a large amount of discussion and I came away with
the impression that the teaching of mathematics to engineering undergraduates
is not particularly significant to them (but remember that deans probably worry
about resources more than anything else). What they did seem concerned about
is the way that mathematics is taught in schools and the decline in the number of
students taking calculus-based mathematics at Year 12. At a superficial level these
concerns seem to be aligned with our own, but two views emerged. The first is that
some of the deans think that school mathematics should be taught entirely ‘in context’ and not just accompanied by it. I didn’t take the bait on this and a couple of
other members of the Council expressed a contrary view over lunch. Secondly, one
Go8 dean quoted a survey which indicated that advanced mathematics at Year 12
was not an indicator of undergraduate success, the only such indicator being a high

∗ Australian Mathematical Sciences Institute, Building 161, c/- The University of Melbourne,
VIC 3010. E-mail: director@amsi.org.au
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ATAR score. This result is used as justification for not having advanced mathematics or even intermediate mathematics as a prerequisite for (some) engineering
degrees. The difficulty is that the absence of such pre-requisites for engineering and
science degrees is one of the reasons for the declining numbers, a situation which
is choking the supply of mathematics graduates and hence qualified mathematics
teachers. By not supporting some reasonable level of prerequisites the deans of
engineering risk choking off their own supply of undergraduates as the numbers
drop further, especially those with the high ATAR score!
All is not lost though, and Professor Ian Chubb (the Australian Chief Scientist) has
said that he will chair a meeting of deans of science and engineering to discuss the
pre-requisite issue. AMSI’s stated view is that some levels of prerequisites should
be nationally agreed upon and introduced five years after the commencement of
the new Year 11 and 12 curriculum, probably in 2015. This timeline will give the
school system time to adjust, but of course this measure cannot be taken in isolation. At the time of writing we have not yet seen the response of the Government to
the Chief Scientist’s recommendations or the recommendations themselves. Let’s
hope for some progress!

I was a Monash undergraduate and took out a La Trobe PhD
in 1981 in geometric mechanics and Lie groups. This was followed by a postdoc at the Institute for Advanced Study in
Dublin. I’ve enjoyed teaching at RMIT, UNE and La Trobe.
My research interests lie mainly in differential equations, differential geometry and the calculus of variations. I’m a proud
Fellow of the Society, currently a Council and Steering Committee Member. I became AMSI director in September 2009.

AMSI‑SSAI Lecturer 2012

Christian P. Robert
Université Paris-Dauphine
Professor Christian P. Robert’s research
areas cover Bayesian statistics, with
a focus on decision theory and model
selection, numerical probability,
with works cantering on the
application of Markov chain theory
to simulation, and computational

statistics, developing and evaluating
new methodologies for the analysis
of statistical models. He has written
or co‑written eight books on Bayesian
statistics and computational methods,
as well as over 150 research papers in
these areas and their applications.

Lecture tour dates to be announced:
www.amsi.org.au/robert.php
For enquires email Anne Nuguid on anne@amsi.org.au

General News

CMA Special Year 2012: Inverse Problems
The Special Year Activity for the Centre for Mathematics and its Applications (CMA), MSI, ANU, in 2012 will be Inverse Problems in its broad sense which
includes forensic science, information recovery from spectroscopic data, geophysical
prospecting, the solution of integral and partial differential equations, regularisation methodology etc.
Throughout 2012, there will be a series of One-Day Seminars (ODS1, 12 April:
real world applications; ODS2, 13 April: applications involving mathematical modelling; ODS3, 22 June: theory and applications of methodology for mathematical inverse problems; ODS4, 14 September: statistical aspects of inverse problems) with an international symposium on Regularisation on 19–24 November
being the closing formal event. Full details can be found using the following links:
www.maths.anu.edu.au/∼hegland/sy2012.
No registration fee is involved with attending these One-Day Seminars. However,
registration is required to have an estimate of the number attending.
For more details, please check the website.

Completed PhDs
Australian National University
• Dr Roger Senior, Modular spectral triples and KMS states in noncommutative geometry.
Deakin University
• Dr Ronghua Tian, An integrated malware detection and classification system, supervisor: Lynn Batten.
Macquarie University
• Dr Thomas Peter Arthur Booker, Structures in and on monoidal categories
with a view towards Tannaka duality, supervisors: Ross Street (Principal),
Dominic Verity (Associate).
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University of New South Wales
• Dr Ognjen Stancevic, Escape and metastability in deterministic and random dynamical systems, supervisor: Gary Froyland.
University of New South Wales, Canberra
• Dr Richard Pennifold, A nonlinear dynamical analysis of the forced Bonhoeffer Van Der Pol equations, supervisors: Harvi Sidhu and Geoff Mercer.
University of Melbourne
• Dr Paul Fijn, Playing with paths: enumerating sets of embellished lattice
paths, supervisors: Richard Brak and Aleks Owczarek.
University of Sydney
• Dr Ian Gregory, Large scale simulations in mathematical finance, with application to asymptotic statistics, pairs trading and CPPI, supervisors:
Christian-Oliver Ewald and Shelton Peiris.
• Dr Allan Steel, Construction of ordinary irreducible representations of finite groups, supervisor: John Cannon.
• Dr Joanna Jia Jia Wang, Bayesian analysis of stochastic volatility models:
modelling and application, supervisor: Jennifer Chan.
• Dr Justin Koonin, Topology of eigenspace posets for unitary reflection
groups, supervisor: Gus Lehrer.
University of Western Australia
• Dr Auni Mat Daud, State estimation and forecasting using a shadowing
filter applied to quincunx and ski-slope models, supervisors: Kevin Judd
and Thomas Stemler.
• Dr Melanie Roberts, The asymptotic analysis of some problems arising in
fluid dynamics, supervisor: Andrew Bassom.

Awards and other achievements
University of New South Wales
Emeritus Prof Colin Rogers was awarded a Visiting Fellowship at Clare Hall, University of Cambridge, for September 2012 until March 2013.
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Appointments, departures and promotions
Charles Sturt University
• Dr Azizur Rahman has joined the School of Computing and Mathematics
as a Lecturer in Statistics.
La Trobe University
• Katherine Seaton has been promoted to Associate Professor.
• Chris Ormerod has been promoted to Research Fellow.
Macquarie University
• Dr Rishni Ratnam commenced in February in a teaching-only position.
Rishni was previously a lecturer at ANU following the completion of his
PhD (also at ANU).
Monash University
• Dr Allie Ford has resigned from her duties as Assistant Lecturer. She
will be taking up a continuing position of Learning Skills Advisor at the
Monash – Peninsula Campus.
Swinburne University of Technology
• Dr Yoni Nazarathy has resigned as Lecturer in Applied Mathematics. He
has taken up a position of Lecturer in Statistics at the University of Queensland.
University of Ballarat
• Dr Ning Ruan and Dr Vera Roshchina have joined the School of Science,
Information Technology and Engineering as postdoctoral fellows on the
Collaborative Research Networks program.
• Associate Professor Andrew Stranieri was recently appointed Director of
the Centre for Informatics and Applied Optimization.
University of Melbourne
• Dr Arun Mani and Ms Charlotte McLoughlin have joined the Department.
• Dr Tomasz Kowalski and Dr Jorgen Rasmussen have left the Department.
University of Sydney
• Professor Charlie Macaskill is retiring at the end of July 2012.
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University of Western Sydney
• Dr Leanne Rylands was promoted to Associate Professor, effective 1 January 2012.
University of Wollongong
• Associate Professor Adam Rennie has joined the school.
• Dave Robertson has joined the school as a Research Associate.

Conferences and Courses
Conferences and courses are listed in order of the first day.
Dendroidal Sets
Date: 11–14 June 2012
Venue: University of Adelaide
Web: www.iga.adelaide.edu.au/workshops/June2012
The Institute for Geometry and its Applications (IGA) will host a Lecture Series
by Dr Ittay Weiss (University of the South Pacific) on the topic ‘Dendroidal Sets’.
For more information, please visit the webpage.
CMA Special Year 2012 — Inverse Problems — ODS3
Date: Friday 22 June 2012
Venue: Copland Lecture Theatre, Building 25, ANU
Web: http://maths-old.anu.edu.au/events/sy2012
This is the third one-day seminar.
The talks will focus on methodology and theory associated with solving inverse
problems. The topics will include various aspects of tomography, scattering theory, photoacoustics, rheological interconversion, sparsity regularization and optimal transport. The speakers will include Neil Trudinger (ANU), Mike Eastwood
(ANU), Mark Lukas (Murdoch), David Paganin (Monash), Mike Osborne (ANU)
and Brad Treeby (ANU).
Further information will be available on the website including program details once
finalised.
No registration fee is involved with attending these one-day seminars. However,
registration is required so as to have an estimate of the number attending. If you
plan to attend ODS3, please register by emailing admin.research.msi@anu.edu.au
and mention ODS3 in the Subject Line.
For more details, please check the website.
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MTNS 2012: 20th International Symposium on Mathematical Theory
of Networks and Systems
Date: 9–13 July 2012
Venue: University of Melbourne
Web: www.mtns2012.com.au
CTAC2012: 16th Biennial Computational Techniques and Applications
Conference
Date: 23–26 September 2012
Venue: Queensland University of Technology, Brisbane
Web: www.ctac2012.qut.edu.au
The Mathematical Sciences School at the Queensland University of Technology
(QUT) welcomes you to participate in the 16th Biennial Computational Techniques and Applications Conference (CTAC). CTAC 2012 is a conference on computational mathematics; scientific, technical, and industrial applications; and highperformance computing.
Facilities for conference registration and the submission of abstracts are available
now on the CTAC website.
CTAC is organised by the special-interest group in computational techniques and
applications of ANZIAM, the Australian and New Zealand Industrial and Applied
Mathematics Division of the Australian Mathematical Society. The meetings provide an interactive forum for researchers interested in the development and use
of computational methods applied to engineering, scientific and other problems.
The CTAC meetings have been taking place biennially since 1981, the most recent
being held in 2010 at the School of Mathematics and Statistics, University of New
South Wales.
Plenary speakers include:
• Alain Goriely (to be confirmed), Mathematical Institute, Oxford University
• Richard Tsai, Institute for Computational Engineering and Sciences, The
University of Texas
• Peter Bartlett, Mathematical Sciences School, Queensland University of
Technology
• Markus Hegland, Centre for Mathematics and its Applications, Mathematical Sciences Institute, Australian National University
• Valeria Simoncini, Department of Mathematics, Universita di Bologna
• Stephen Wright, Computer Sciences Department, University of Wisconsin
Important dates to note:
• Early-bird registration closing date: 31 July 2012
• The deadline for abstract submission: 16 July 2012
For more information, please contact the Conference Chair: email: ctac@qut.edu.au;
phone: +61 7 3138 2857.
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Australian Mathematical Society 56th Annual Meeting
Date: 24–27 September 2012
Venue: University of Ballarat
Web: www.ballarat.edu.au/austms2012
Registration for the Society’s annual conference is now open.
ANZAMP inaugural annual meeting
Date: 2–5 December 2012
Venue: Lorne, Victoria
Web: www.anzamp.austms.org.au/meetings/2012
Contact: anzamp.meeting@gmail.com
The Australian and New Zealand Association of Mathematical Physics will hold
its inaugural annual meeting in the seaside town of Lorne, Victoria. Registration
for this meeting is now open via the conference website. ANZAMP aims to attract
a broad audience; the keynote speakers of the inaugural meeting are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Debra Bernhardt, University of Queensland
Paul Fendley, University of Virginia, Charlottesville
Jarmo Hietarinta, University of Turku
Andrei Okounkov, Columbia University, New York
Todd Oliynyk, Monash University
Arkady Tseytlin, Imperial College, London.

For more information, contact Jan de Gier (Director, office@anzamp.austms.org.au)
or Kerry Hill (anzamp.meeting@gmail.com).
The 36th Australasian Conference on Combinatorial Mathematics and
Combinatorial Computing (36ACCMCC)
Date: 10–14 December 2012
Venue: University of New South Wales, Sydney
Web: http://conferences.science.unsw.edu.au/36accmcc
MODSIM2013: International Congress on Modelling and Simulation
Date: 1–6 December 2013
Venue: Adelaide Convention Centre, South Australia
Web: http://mssanz.org.au/modsim2013
Early notice of this congress is being given to enable interested members to lock
the dates in their diaries.
The theme for this MODSIM2013 event will be ‘Adapting to Change: the Multiple
Roles of Modelling’.
Convenors: Professor J. Boland (University of South Australia) and Dr J. Piantadosi (University of South Australia)
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Program chairs: Professor R.S. Anderssen (CSIRO Mathematics, Informatics and
Statistics) and Dr J. Piantadosi (University of South Australia)
Further details of the conference will be available later in the year.

Visiting mathematicians
Visitors are listed in alphabetical order and details of each visitor are presented
in the following format: name of visitor; home institution; dates of visit; principal
field of interest; principal host institution; contact for enquiries.
Pierre-Olivier Amblard; CNRS, France; 1 August 2010 to 28 February 2013; –;
UMB; Owen Jones
Dr Tarje Bagheer; University of Copenhagen, Denmark; 14 February 2012 to 13
February 2013; –; UMB; Craig Westerland
Prof Geoffrey Campbell; La Trobe University; 1 April 2012 to 30 March 2013; –;
ANU; –
Prof Jon Carlson; University of Georgia; 29 March to 23 June 2012; MAGMA;
USN; John Cannon
Prof Brad Gibson; University of Central Lancashire, UK; 20 December 2011 to 4
September 2012; chemical evolution of the galaxy; MNU; John Lattanzio
Karolina Korvasova; Utrecht University, The Netherlands; 31 August 2011 to 31
July 2012; –; UMB; Kerry Landman
Joe Lakey; New Mexico State University; 14 May to 5 June 2012; –; UNC; –
Doctor Davide La Torre; University of Milano; 8 April 2012 to 12 May 2012; –;
ANU; –
Dr Anthony W. Lin; University of Oxford, UK; 21 April to 27 May 2012; –; UMB;
Sanming Zhou
Prof C.C. Lindner; Auburn University, USA; 10–27 July 2012; combinatorial designs; UQ; Elizabeth Billington
Prof Weidong Liu; Shanghai Jiao Tong University; 15–30 August 2012; non-linear
cointegration models; USN; Qiying Wang
Prof Klaus Lux; University of Arizona; 1 November to 15 December 2012; –; UWA;
Alice Niemeyer
Prof Hiroyuki Kashima; Aoyama Gakuin University, Japan; 1 April 2012 to 31
March 2013; –; UMB; Peter Hall
Karolina Korvasova; Utrecht University, The Netherlands; 31 August 2011 to 31
July 2012; –; UMB; Kerry Landman
Prof Donald Kreher; Michigan Technological University; 1 December 2011 to 31
May 2012; –; UNC; Brian Alspach
Prof David Mason; University of the Witwatersrand, South Africa; 29 April to 30
June 2012; –; UWA; –
Prof Pierre Milman; –; 1 May to 1 July 2012; singularity; USN; Laurentiu
Paunescu
Dr Mihai Mihailescu; University of Craiova; 1 August to 30 November 2012; partial differential equations; USN; Florica Cirstea
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Prof Evgeny Mukhin; Purdue University; 5 May to 5 June 2012; algebra; USN;
Alexander Molev
Dr Kok Haur Ng; University of Malaya; 3–14 May 2012; statistics; USN; Shelton
Peiris
Dr Steve Noble; Brunel University, London; 16 April to 12 May 2012; –; UWA; –
Dr Stefan Papadima; Institute of Maths, Romanian Academy; 1 December 212 to
31 January 2013; singularity theory; USN; Laurentiu Paunescu
Xiao-Long Peng; Shanghai University; July 2012 to June 2013; –; UWA; –
Katja Sagershnig; University of Vienna; 1 May 2011 to 31 December 2012; –;
ANU; Michael Eastwood
Karen Smilowitz; Northwestern University; January to June 2012; –; UNC; N.
Boland
A/Prof Liz Stanhope; Lewis and Clark College, USA; 22 August 2011 to 22 May
2012; –; UMB; Craig Westerland
Prof Alexandru Suciu; Northeastern University; 1 November to 15 December 2012;
pure; USN; Laurentiu Paunescu
Xiaoran Sun; Harbin Institute of Technology; October 2012 to September 2013;
–; UWA; –
Dr Jerome Vetois; University of Nice; 16 May to 13 June 2012; PDE; USN; Florica
Cirstea
Remy Vincent; INPG Phelma, Paris, France; 1 March to 31 July 2012; –; UMB;
Pierre-Olivier Amblard
Prof W.D. Wallis; Southern Illinois University at Carbondale, USA; 21–25 May
2012; combinatorics; UQ; Elizabeth Billington
Dr Yuguang Zhang; Capital Normal University; 21 June to 1 July 2012; geometry;
USN; Zhou Zhang
Mr Chunguang Xia; University of Science and Technology, China; 1 November
2010 to 31 October 2012; algebra and representation theory; USN; Ruibin
Zhang
Prof Xi’an Xu; Xuzhou Normal University, China; 20 November 2011 to 20 November 2012; nonlinear PDE; UNE; Yihong Du

AMSI workshop
funding
rounds
Apply now
The Scientific Advisory Committee
reviews and approves sponsorship
by AMSI of a diverse range of
symposia, workshops, theme
programs and lecture tours.
Prof. Jon Borwein (The University
of Newcastle) is Chair of the
Scientific Advisory Committee
with a membership of eminent
national and international
mathematical scientists.
Applications for workshop
sponsorship up to $10,000 are

2012
rounds close:
15 June
7 September
1 December

open to academics from AMSI
member departments.

See: www.amsi.org.au/proposals.php

National
Collaboration
in the

Mathematical
Sciences

Election of officers and ordinary members of Council
Officers of Council
Nominations are invited for one Vice-President for the Session commencing after
the Annual General Meeting to be held in September 2012. According to Paragraph 34(ii) of the Constitution, K.A. Smith-Miles is eligible for re-election.
Note: According to Paragraph 34(i) of the Constitution, Professor P.G. Taylor will
continue in office as the Immediate-Past-President, and Professor P.J. Forrester
will move from President-Elect to President, after the AGM in September 2012.
According to Paragraph 34(iii), the positions of Secretary and Treasurer will be
appointed by Council at its September 2012 meeting.
The present Officers of the Society are:
President: P.G. Taylor
President-Elect: P.J. Forrester
Vice-President: K.A. Smith-Miles
Secretary: P.J. Stacey
Treasurer: A. Howe
Ordinary Members of Council
The present elected Ordinary Members of Council are:
1. Members whose term of office expires after the AGM in 2012:
J.M. Borwein
B.M. Maenhaut
A. Ram
2. Members whose term of office expires after the AGM in 2013:
F. Larusson
M. O’Reilly
3. Members whose term of office expires after the AGM in 2014:
J. Bamberg
N. Boland
A.R. Francis
Accordingly, nominations are invited for three positions as Ordinary Members of
Council, who shall be elected for a term of three consecutive sessions. Note that
according to Paragraph 34(iv) of the Constitution, J.M. Borwein, B.M. Maenhaut
and A. Ram are not eligible for re-election at this time as Ordinary Members.
According to paragraph 35 of the Constitution, a representative from Queensland
will be required, to ensure that the elected Officers and elected members of Council
include residents from all the States and the ACT.
To comply with the Constitution (see Paragraphs 61 and 64), all nominations
should be signed by two members of the Society and by the nominee who shall
also be a Member of the Society.
Nominations should reach the Secretary no later than Friday 15 June 2012.
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Alternatively, members are encouraged to send informal suggestions to the Nominations and Publications Committee, by emailing the Secretary at
Secretary@austms.org.au.
For the information of members, the following persons
members of Council for the Session 2011–2012.
Vice President (Chair of ANZIAM):
Vice President (Annual Conferences):
Incoming Vice President (Annual Conferences):
Representative of ANZIAM:
Public Officer of AustMS and AMPAI:
Chair, Standing Committee on Mathematics Education:
AustMS member elected to Steering Committee:

are currently ex-officio
P. Broadbridge
R. Zhang
S.O. Warnaar
J. Piantadosi
P.J. Cossey
L.N. Wood
N. Joshi

Editors: A.R. Albrecht/K. White (Gazette)
G.L. Cohen (Bulletin)
R.R. Moore (Electronic Site)
M.G. Cowling/I.R. Doust (Journal of AustMS)
C.E. Praeger (Lecture Series)
A.P. Bassom/G. Hocking (ANZIAM Journal)
A.J. Roberts (ANZIAM Journal Supplement)
The Constitution is available from the Society’s web pages, at
www.austms.org.au/AMSInfo/Const/amsconst.html.

The 2013 J.H. Michell Medal: call for nominations
Nominations are now sought for the J.H. Michell Medal, an award given in honour
of John Henry Michell, by ANZIAM, a division of the Australian Mathematical
Society. The award is for outstanding new researchers in applied and/or industrial
mathematics. Closing date: 31 October 2012.
Nominations for the award can be made by any member of ANZIAM other than
the nominee. A nomination should consist of a brief CV of the nominee together
with the nominee’s list of publications and a one-page resumé of the significance
of the nominee’s work. Nominations should be forwarded, in confidence, to the
Chair of the Selection Panel, Professor Tony Roberts, The University of Adelaide,
email: anthony.roberts@adelaide.edu.au.

The 2013 E.O. Tuck Medal: call for nominations
In honour of the late Ernest Oliver Tuck, FAustMS, FTSE and FAA, ANZIAM has
instituted a mid-career award for outstanding research and distinguished service
in the field of Applied Mathematics. At most one award will be made biennially,
but only to a candidate of sufficient merit. No person can receive more than one
such award and previous winners of the ANZIAM medal are ineligible. The award
will not be offered in the same year as the ANZIAM medal. The selection criteria
for the award are:
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1. Outstanding research, relative to opportunity, in Applied and/or Industrial
Mathematics, where a significant proportion of the research work has been
carried out in Australia and/or New Zealand.
2. Distinguished service in the field of Applied Mathematics. Service in ANZIAM related activities will be highly regarded.
3. On 1 January in the year in which the award is made, the recipient will have
normally had their PhD conferred more than ten and less than twenty years
ago (see note 3 below).
4. Membership of ANZIAM for at least the five calendar years preceding the
year in which the award is made. Backdating of membership is not acceptable.
Notes:
1. In criterion 1 the research portfolio will be assessed relative to opportunity. Any significant teaching and administrative responsibilities will be
considered when assessing the volume of a candidate’s research output and
contribution.
2. ANZIAM considers it highly desirable that its members advance the profession into the future. The selection panel can consider the potential of
the candidate to the discipline (for example, via their ability to be awarded
prestigious research fellowships).
3. Any exceptional circumstances should be forwarded to the Executive Committee to assess eligibility; they will normally consider the types of career
interruptions allowed by the ARC in their research fellowship guidelines.
Nominations for the award can be made by any member of ANZIAM other than
the nominee. A nomination should consist of a brief CV of the nominee together
with the nominee’s list of publications and a one-page resumé of the significance
of the nominee’s work. Nominations should be forwarded, in confidence, by 31
October to the Chair of the Selection Panel, Dr Robert Anderssen, CSIRO, email:
Bob.Anderssen@csiro.au.

AustMS Accreditation
Professor Philip Broadbridge of La Trobe University has been accredited as an
Accredited Fellow (FAustMS).
Peter Stacey
AustMS Secretary
E-mail: P.Stacey@latrobe.edu.au

Peter Stacey joined La Trobe as a lecturer in 1975 and retired as an
associate professor at the end of 2008 after many years as head of
department and then associate dean. Retirement has enabled him
to spend more time with his family while continuing with some research and some work on secondary school education. He took over
as secretary of the Society at the start of 2010.

The Australian Mathematical Society
President:

Professor P.G. Taylor Department of Mathematics and Statistics
University of Melbourne
Vic 3010, Australia.
P.Taylor@ms.unimelb.edu.au

Secretary:

Dr P. Stacey

Department of Mathematics and Statistics
La Trobe University
Bundoora, VIC 3086, Australia.
P.Stacey@latrobe.edu.au

Treasurer:

Dr A. Howe

Department of Mathematics
Australian National University
ACT 0200, Australia.
algy.howe@maths.anu.edu.au

Business Manager:

Ms May Truong

Department of Mathematics
Australian National University
ACT 0200, Australia.
office@austms.org.au

Membership and Correspondence
Applications for membership, notices of change of address or title or position, members’ subscriptions, correspondence related to accounts, correspondence about the distribution of the
Society’s publications, and orders for back numbers, should be sent to the Treasurer. All other
correspondence should be sent to the Secretary. Membership rates and other details can be
found at the Society web site: www.austms.org.au.
Local Correspondents
ANU:
Aust. Catholic Univ.:
Bond Univ.:
Central Queensland Univ.:
Charles Darwin Univ.:
Charles Sturt Univ.:
CSIRO:
Curtin Univ.:
Deakin Univ.:
Edith Cowan Univ.:
Flinders Univ.:
Griffith Univ.:
James Cook Univ.:
La Trobe Univ.:
Macquarie Univ.:
Monash Univ.:
Murdoch Univ.:
Queensland Univ. Techn.:
RMIT Univ.:
Swinburne Univ. Techn.:

K. Wicks
B. Franzsen
N. de Mestre
R. Stonier
I. Roberts
P. Charlton
C. Bengston
J. Simpson
L. Batten
U. Mueller
R.S. Booth
A. Tularam
S. Belward
B. Davey
R. Street
B. Polster
M. Lukas
G. Pettet
Y. Ding
J. Sampson

Univ. Adelaide:
Univ. Ballarat:
Univ. Canberra:
Univ. Melbourne:
Univ. Newcastle:
Univ. New England:
Univ. New South Wales:
Univ. Queensland:
Univ. South Australia:
Univ. Southern Queensland:
Univ. Sunshine Coast:
Univ. Sydney:
Univ. Tasmania:
Univ. Technology Sydney:
Univ. Western Australia:
Univ. Western Sydney:
Univ. Wollongong:
UNSW Canberra:
Victoria Univ.:

T. Mattner
A. Kruger
P. Vassiliou
B. Hughes
J. Turner
G. Schmalz
C. Tisdell
H.B. Thompson
K. White
T. Langlands
P. Dunn
P. Kim
B. Gardner
E. Lidums
T. Blackwell
R. Ollerton
J. McCoy
H. Sidhu
P. Cerone

Publications
The Journal of the Australian Mathematical Society
Editor: Professor M. Cowling
School of Mathematics and Statistics
University of New South Wales, NSW 2052, Australia
The ANZIAM Journal
Editor: Professor A.P. Bassom
School of Mathematics and Statistics
The University of Western Australia, WA 6009, Australia
Editor: Associate Professor G.C. Hocking
School of Chemical and Mathematical Sciences
Murdoch University, WA 6150, Australia
Bulletin of the Australian Mathematical Society
Editor: Associate Professor Graeme L. Cohen
Department of Mathematical Sciences
University of Technology, Sydney, NSW 2007, Australia
The Bulletin of the Australian Mathematical Society aims at
quick publication of original research in all branches of mathematics. Two volumes of three numbers are published annually.
The Australian Mathematical Society Lecture Series
Editor: Professor C. Praeger
School of Mathematics and Statistics
The University of Western Australia, WA 6009, Australia
The lecture series is a series of books, published by Cambridge
University Press, containing both research monographs and
textbooks suitable for graduate and undergraduate students.
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